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What Can Social  Scientists  Contribute to
the  Challenges  of Rural Economic
Development?
David  Freshwater
Practical men  who believe themselves  to be  quite exempt from any  intellectual
influence,  are usually the  slaves of some defunct  economist....  It  is ideas,  not vested
interests,  which  are  dangerous  for good or evil.
J.M.  Keynes.  The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money
While  this  session  focuses  on  the persistence
of poverty  in the rural South,  my paper looks
beyond  how  the  research  community  can  be
effective  in  dealing  with  poverty  to  how  we
might better approach  rural development.  Per-
sistent  poverty  is  clearly  a  major  element  of
the development  dilemma,  but the solution  to
poverty  cannot  come  through  transfer  pro-
grams  that  support  the  poor,  although  they
may play a role.  It can only come from a broad
development  initiative  that  changes  the  envi-
ronment  in which the rural  poor live and pro-
vides them  with the opportunity  to participate
in the economy.  This is  a  large task,  and it is
not  one that  we  should believe  will  be easily
or rapidly  accomplished.  But despite the odds
we have  an obligation  to  society to identify  a
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Thanks  to  Betty  King  and Tom Rowley  for  some
useful  suggestions.  Ntam Barhanyi  provided  excellent
discussion comments that I have  not adequately  incor-
porated  here  because they appear  in his  contribution.
role for  social  science  research  in  the process
and  to  carry  out  that  role  to  the best  of our
ability.
When  TVA  Rural  Studies  was  in its early
stages  and we were  trying to identify the type
of role  we  should  play  in  rural  development
research,  one of the directors of TVA said that
if we  didn't  come  up  with a  single new  idea
ourselves,  but found  a way  to take  ideas that
were  already  in  existence  and  make  them
available  to  rural  leaders,  we  would  have
served an extremely useful function.  From this
suggestion  we  developed  the  objective  of
"providing  useful research to rural leaders"  as
the  way  to  define  the  role  of  Rural  Studies
This has turned out to be a lot harder than we
thought for a number of reasons.  The obvious
reason  is  that to  provide  useful  research  you
have to  identify the problem that is bothering
the  leader.  However,  also  implicit in  the  ob-
jective is the assumption that you can  actually
identify the leaders  in the community,  but this
is often not  a  simple  task nor  is getting  them
to  articulate  the problems  that  concern  them.
It also assumes that all leaders in a given place
are  worried  about  the  same  problem  in  the
same way.  Finally, we found that in many cas-
es  the problems  of greatest interest were  ones
where we  did  not  have  any clear  information
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problems  where  no  existing  body  of research
was  available,  because  they  were  problems
that  had  no  known  solution,  or,  most  com-
monly,  because  the  potential  solutions  intro-
duced other problems that were at least as dif-
ficult  to  deal  with.  A  particularly  significant
aspect  of the last situation  was the case where
the  proposed  solution  was  considered  to  be
less  politically  appealing  than  the  problem,
and leaders  consequently  chose not to use the
information  made  available to them.  Over the
last  five  years  I  have come  to the  conclusion
that it is far easier to talk about being relevant
to  rural  economic  development  than  to  actu-
ally  be  relevant.  Despite  this,  I  continue  to
think  that  we  have  a  responsibility  to  try  to
improve  conditions in rural areas,  even though
our  likelihood  of success is  low.
Do  We  Really  Care?
In  the introductions  and conclusions  to  many
of their papers social scientists are fond of say-
ing  that  the  results  of  their  analysis  will  be
useful  to  policy  makers  and  to  all those  who
are interested in public policy. In most of these
academic  claims  of  importance  one  usually
finds little  or no  effort to explain  how or why
the research  results  are  important,  nor is  there
much  effort  to  provide  direction  for  applying
the results.  So we  must conclude  that the  as-
sertion  generally  reflects  wishful  thinking  on
the  authors'  parts.  Too  often  we  assume  that
once our work  is published  in  some academic
document  it will  inevitably  find  its  way  into
political life and the larger  world  with no fur-
ther effort  on our part.  At least for economists
the  belief  may  be  grounded  in  the  famous
quote  by  Keynes  that  introduces  this  paper.
Unfortunately  should economists and other so-
cial scientists  seriously want to have some real
influence  on  public  policy  and  business  be-
havior,  greater  effort  is necessary.
Before  asking  how  social  scientists1 can
The  balance  of  the  paper  deals  mainly  with  the
work of economists  and to a lesser extent sociologists.
Other  social  science  disciplines,  particularly  political
science,  psychology  and anthropology,  can and  should
surely  play  an  important  role  in  enhancing  rural  de-
velopment,  but historically  it has  been economics  and
sociology  that have had the greatest focus  on rural de-
velopment  issues  in the  developed economies.
best  influence  public  policy  on  rural develop-
ment it is perhaps necessary  to first ask wheth-
er they have any real  incentive to do so. After
establishing  when  it is  in their  interest  to try,
we can  than move  to a discussion of how they
might accomplish this goal. Unfortunately,  my
impression  is  that  in  most  cases  we  are  less
than  serious  in  our efforts  to  shape rural  pol-
icy.  I  think  this  reflects  a  number of  self-re-
inforcing factors.
First,  most academics  have  little or  no  ex-
perience  of  life  outside  a  university.  For  the
most  part  we  tend  to  have  made  our  way
through  the  educational  system  with  no  sig-
nificant  experience  in  outside  activities  other
than summer work while a student. To be hon-
est, we generally know  little about life outside
the  university  in  terms  of direct  experience.
Second,  the  nature  of  the  academic  reward
system encourages  us to write for our peers on
subjects that these peers deem to be important,
and  those  subjects  are  most  often  things that
push back the frontiers of abstract knowledge,
not  things  that help  specific  communities  de-
velop.  Thus it is not clear  that the current  re-
ward  structure in academia provides  sufficient
incentive for  a rational  individual to make the
investment.  Finally,  when academics  do try to
engage in "real world"  analysis they often en-
counter  a  skeptical  reaction  from  people  in
communities  that follows  the general  form of
"those  that  can  do,  those  that can't  teach,  so
why  should  we  pay  any  attention  to  you?"
This  reaction is driven both by a healthy skep-
ticism of strangers  offering advice  and, too of-
ten,  by  past experiences  with ideas  that were
not  well thought out.
As  a result, instead of actually trying to do
work that  deals  with real  rural  economic  de-
velopment  problems,  we  too  often  try  to  le-
gitimize that portion of our work that may not
be  close enough to the  cutting edge of theory
by attaching  to it  a vague  statement  of its im-
portance  to public policy in the hope of getting
it published  as  applied research.  The proof of
this  lies  in  our  inability  to  clearly  articulate
why  the  result  is  important  for public  policy
or how one should go  about implementing the
ideas.
I therefore  first  suggest that we must think
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seriously  about  whether  we  really  are  inter-
ested  in being engaged in  changing the world
before  we  embark  on a  discussion  of how to
go  about doing it. It seems to me that in many
cases  we  really  aren't.  The  nature of  an  aca-
demic  position encourages  a degree of detach-
ment  from  "normal  life."  Well-recognized
phrases  such  as  "ivory  tower"  and  "the  sep-
aration  of town  and  gown"  reflect  reality  for
most  university  faculty.  Even  in  the  Land
Grant  Universities  where  we  continue  to  ac-
knowledge  our responsibility  to the larger so-
ciety,  there is little  support for active involve-
ment of faculty in public policy  issues outside
of those  who  work in  colleges  of  agriculture,
and  often  only  token  support  even  within
them.  While academics  like to speak of doing
relevant  work  their  criterion for judging  rele-
vance  is  the endorsement of peers.  In the pro-
motion  and tenure  maze this  means that work
that  is  deemed  worthy  of journal  publication
is  relevant,  while  work  that  involves  a
straightforward  application  of known  princi-
ples seldom meets the standard. Unfortunately
it is  precisely  the application  of known  prin-
ciples  to  specific  places  that  typically  results
in the greatest economic development success.
As  Glenn  Pulver  and  Ron Shaffer  have  long
said,  the correct  way to do rural economic de-
velopment is one county (place or community)
at  a time.
Notions  of  academic  freedom  also  raise
their  head  in  this  consideration.  One  of  the
great  privileges of being  at a  university  is the
right to choose those  topics you will work on.
By  contrast,  engaging  in  an  effort  to  bring
about economic  development means accepting
that you  must work on those  topics  that have
the  best  hope  of effectuating  change  in  the
community.  These  are  rarely  identical  issues.
Recently  I  sat  in  room  with  a  group  of  re-
searchers  who had joined together  because  of
a sincere belief that their modeling work could
be  useful  to  communities  interested  in  rural
development.  They  truly  wanted  to  provide
useful  analysis to community  groups  and rec-
ognized  that  doing  this  meant  forming  part-
nerships  with  community  associations.  How-
ever,  once  the  group  members  realized  that
formalizing  a partnership would entail accept-
ing  the  obligation  to  do  work  that  was  not
driven strictly  by the direct interests of the in-
dividual  researchers,  but  was  defined  to  sig-
nificant  degree  by  the  community  partners,
there was  a  lot less enthusiasm for  the idea.
Those  who  labor  in  government  agencies
face  a  somewhat  different  set  of incentives,
but  in  most  cases  the  result  is  the  same.  In
government  the rewards  from publication  are
not as strong and there is considerable nominal
pressure to be involved in actions that support
the  broad  public  policies  currently  in  effect.
However the rewards in government  too often
come  from  defending  policies  whether  they
work or not.  In  a  large  hierarchical  organiza-
tion  there  is  considerable  pressure  to  ensure
that analysis  supports the position held by the
leaders  of the  organization  and  contradictory
opinions  are  seldom  enthusiastically  wel-
comed,  nor  are  they  disseminated.  In a  gov-
ernment  agency  there  is  nothing  that  corre-
sponds to academic  freedom either in terms  of
the choice  of work or the ability to rely  on the
organization  to  allow  the  results  to  be  pub-
lished.  The  reward  structure  in  government
agencies  comes  form  moving  up  the  admin-
istrative  ladder  and increasing  the  number  of
people under  your supervision,  not from gen-
erating  innovative  ideas.  Thus,  advancement
comes  from  supporting  the  system,  not  criti-
cizing it. Further,  like their academic  counter-
parts, government social scientists typically do
not have  strong  entrepreneurial  attitudes  and
firmly embrace the social science traditions of
observation and analysis,  not involvement.  Fi-
nally,  if we  truly believe  that development  is
a bottom-up process then most social scientists
in federal  and state  agencies  are not well  po-
sitioned  to  be  engaged  in  implementation.
However,  they  are  somewhat  better  placed
than academics  to come into contact with pol-
iticians  on  a  daily  basis.  But  even  here  the
simple nature of the hierarchy keeps most civil
servants well away from frequent contact with
the legislature.
If We  Truly Care, What Should  We  Do?
Suppose  for now that  there  is some  group  of
social  scientists  who  are  interested  in making
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contributions  to  the  challenges  of  rural  eco-
nomic  development.  How  might  they  best
contribute?  If we  are  to be serious about  pro-
viding  support  to those who  are more  directly
engaged  in  rural  development  we  have  to
think about  the types  of functions  we can best
serve.  One  role  is  certainly  the generation  of
new ideas  and this  is where Keynes'  quote  is
most  applicable.  The  traditional  advantage  of
an independent  university  career  is  the  right,
and  perhaps  the  responsibility,  to  come  up
with  new  ideas  that  may  not  at  first  glance
seem practical.  We  certainly should not ignore
this  function,  but  as  Keynes  correctly  points
out it is the "defunct  economist,"  not the cur-
rent  one,  whose  ideas  have  influence.  This
suggests  that we want to make  a  difference  in
our lifetime then we must explore ways  to al-
low  our  ideas  and  analysis  to  more  rapidly
play  a role in the decisions  of government  and
business.
One obvious  way  to do  this is to leave the
university  and engage in helping a government
or  firm  as  a  provider  of  policy  analysis,  but
doing  this  inevitably  raises  problems  of  cap-
ture.  When  you  work  for  someone,  or  some
organization,  it  is too  easy to frame  questions
and responses  in a  way that  address the inter-
ests of that person  or organization,  rather than
society  at  large.  I  recognize  that this  is not  a
path  that many  will choose  to follow, nor is it
one that many  of us are  suited for.  My  belief
is  that  the  fundamental  nature  of the  person-
alities  of  those  who  become  academic  social
scientists  makes  them  more  comfortable  ob-
serving,  evaluating,  synthesizing  and  recom-
mending than in being directly engaged in im-
plementing  development  projects. 2 And  our
professional  training  reinforces  these  tenden-
cies.  We  learn  early  on  that  we  should  not
make  value judgments  and that good research
designs  require  detachment  so  the  observer
does  not contaminate the results. Unfortunate-
ly being  engaged  in  carrying  out rural  devel-
opment entails  violating these precepts.
2I  do  note  that  the  cooperative  extension  service
has  traditionally  provided  a way to carry  out a sort of
direct  engagement  while  providing  a protective  buffer
in  the form of public  employment.
As  a result, most of us will  continue to try
to  influence  rural  development  while remain-
ing  at  a  university.  While  this  clearly  limits
the  types  and  speed  of  the  impacts  we  can
have,  I do not minimize  the value of trying to
make things better.  I offer the following  list of
tasks  in  the  hope  that  some  of  you  will  find
ways  to  provide  ideas  that  can  address  the
problems  and further  present  these ideas  in a
way  that  they  can  be  of  use  to  rural  people
and places.
The  Work To Be  Done
Analytical Issues
1. Describing Rural Places. One  area  that  I
think  is  tremendously  important  involves  de-
veloping a better taxonomy of rural places. We
need to find a way to group places into a man-
ageable  number  of categories  that have  some
clear  association  with  stages  or paths  of  de-
velopment.  We talk about the diversity of rural
places  and as a result we know that any single
rural  policy  is  not  going  to  work  well  in  the
vast  majority  of  places  because  it  does  not
deal  with  their  conditions.  However,  we
should  also  understand that a  government  can
only  operate  some  small  set  of policies,  and
so  saying that each place  is unique  and has to
develop  its own  solution  is essentially  saying
their can be no effective public policy for rural
economic  development.
It  seems  to me that this  is the wrong  mes-
sage;  what  we  should  be  searching  for  are
ways  to  link  a  limited  a  number  of  policies
with  diverse  rural  conditions.  Developing  a
useful  taxonomy  is important if we  are  to ac-
complish  this  goal.  We  should be  able  to  say
this  group of places  is alike  because  of these
characteristics  and  it  differs  from  another
group of places  that  are  in turn  alike because
of those  characteristics.  Ideally  the character-
istics  then  become  the  means  for  identifying
different  policy regimes  that can be applied to
specific  groups.
While  we  have  many  unidimensional
scales,  including  the various USDA  ERS  cat-
egories  (Beale  codes,  economic  specialization
categories,  policy  categories),  the EDA  func-
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tional economic units and a host of specialized
categories,  I  believe  we  should  be  investing
more effort  in trying to  develop  multi-dimen-
sional  scales  that are  useful for targeting pol-
icy.  I  have  no  specific  suggestion  for  doing
this  but  until  we  can  demonstrate  some  un-
derstanding  of why places  close  to each other
are significantly  different in their development
experience  I think  we will be largely  ineffec-
tive  in  identifying  meaningful  economic  de-
velopment policies.
While  taxonomies  may  seem unimportant,
they  provide  the essential  first  step  in devel-
oping  policies.  We  know  that a  single  policy
is  ineffective  because  rural  conditions  are  so
diverse, but we should also know that we can-
not have a policy  for every place.  This means
that if we are to develop  a small enough num-
ber  of  rural  policies  to  be  administratively
manageable,  we  must  have  some  rules  for
grouping places  into groups that could  benefit
from certain  policies  but  not others,  and this
is where  a taxonomy  is required.
2.  Employment  Opportunities and  Con-
straints. It seems that we have not paid enough
attention  to  employment.  Economists  tend  to
focus  on businesses  and  not workers,  and my
limited  understanding  of rural  sociology  sug-
gests  it  focuses  on  families  and  communities
and not jobs.  We  are  fond  of saying  that job
creation  should  not  be  the  raison d'etre for
rural  development  policy.  However,  while
jobs,  like  money,  aren't  everything,  they  are
the main thing.  If there is little or no  employ-
ment  opportunity  there  will  soon be  no  com-
munity,  and while there are  good jobs  and bad
jobs,  the alternative  of no jobs  is worse.  One
of  my  favorite  quotes  in  this  regard  comes
from a Republican member of the Florida leg-
islature,  Bill  Posey,  who  neatly  summed  up
the  essence  of the  problem  stating,  "Unless
people are independently wealthy,  they are go-
ing  to  work,  they're  going  on  welfare,  or
they're  going  to  steal.  There  are  no  other  al-
ternatives."
I  think  that  in  our  research  we  too  often
miss  making  a  strong  enough  link  between
poverty and employment. Were we to focus on
employment  opportunities  instead  of poverty
we  would  subtly  reposition  the  debate  from
the perspective  of discussing  disadvantage  to
one  where  we  search  for and  identify  oppor-
tunity.  In  a  purely  rational  world this  should
not be an important distinction because in both
cases it is the  same group of people who have
the  same  set  of  resources.  But  in  practice  it
makes  a big  difference  because  the issues can
be  more easily  framed  in terms  of increasing
productivity,  enhancing  resource  use,  and  in-
creasing  aggregate  output, instead of on redis-
tributing  resources  from the  successful  to  the
unsuccessful.  In other  words,  while the  same
amount  of  money  may  have  to  flow,  in  one
case  it can  be  cast  as  an investment  while  in
the other it is more likely to be seen as a trans-
fer payment.
Increasing  employment  may  not  alleviate
poverty problems,  but  I believe it is the place
to  start, if only because it can reduce  the cost
of income support.  I also think that one of the
things  that  contributes  to  our  limited  accep-
tance  in  rural  communities  is  our  unwilling-
ness to deal with the importance of jobs. Rural
people  and  leaders  place  a  greater  emphasis
on the availability  of jobs for all  segments  of
the local labor force than we often consider to
be important, and if we disparage employment
as  a  measure  of the success  of rural  develop-
ment  programs  we  can  be  seen  by  them  as
inconsequential.
I  don't think  we  have  a  very  good  under-
standing of rural labor markets in terms of the
supply  of  labor,  the  demand  for  labor,  or
whether  and  how  these  markets  clear.  We
should  be  developing  better  information  on
such issues as how welfare reform affects rural
labor  markets,  the  extent  to  which  the  avail-
ability  of health  insurance  and  other  benefits
are  more important  than  the wage  level  in at-
tracting  job applicants,  the  actual  geographic
size  of rural  labor  markets,  the  existence  of
skills  gaps  and  how  to  address  them,  the re-
lationship  between  market  employment  and
the  barter  economy,  job  discovery  mecha-
nisms  in  rural  areas,  and  the  prevalence  of
"company  towns."
3.  Policy Functions and Impacts.  We  all
now recognize  that there  is no  real federal ru-
ral  development  policy  other  than  assistance
to  agriculture.  However  we  are  less  able  to
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accept  that  there  never  will  be  a  meaningful
federal  rural development  policy.  While there
may have been an opportunity in 1990 follow-
ing the farm financial  crisis which focused at-
tention  on  rural  America  for  a  brief interval,
that moment has passed  and each year reduces
the chances of its ever returning.  Multiple fac-
tors make this so.  The  obvious  one is the cur-
rent effort  to trim the role  of the federal  gov-
ernment  in  almost  all  forms  of  domestic
economic  and  social  policy.  As  long  as  the
political  climate  favors  market  forces  and  the
devolution  of responsibility to states there will
be  no  new  major  federal  public  policy  initia-
tives.  A second factor is that the rural problem
has  been mitigated  to  a great  degree by pros-
perity  in  some rural  places  and  out-migration
in  others.  The  diversity  of rural  America  ap-
plies to economic  development as well as oth-
er  measures.  Rural  poverty  has  been  greatly
reduced  from  the  levels  seen  in  the  1960s
making  the  case  for  major  national  initiative
more difficult. The rural problems that remain
are  arguably  not national  issues,  but regional,
state  or  local.  Finally  the  economic  develop-
ment  of rural  America  is  increasingly  irrele-
vant to  suburban America.  The  principal  eco-
nomic  functions  of  rural  areas  (extractive
industries  and  simple  manufacturing)  are  a
smaller share of GDP, and globalization makes
it possible to obtain  many  of these goods  and
services  at lower  prices  from other countries.
Also,  as  the  urban  and  suburban  population
grows,  rural  American's  political  influence  in
the  federal  government  and  in  state  legisla-
tures  declines  (Stauber).
For  social  scientists  interested  in rural  de-
velopment,  there  is  an  obligation  to  provide
information  on how specific policies affect ru-
ral  places  and  to  suggest  how  policy  can  be
modified  to  maintain  urban  benefits  without
harming  rural  areas.  Despite  the  increased
likelihood that federal  and state policy  will not
consider  rural  development  we  cannot  ignore
it and only  focus on  local government.  Given
the  separation  of  powers  in  the  Constitution,
local  governments  only have  derivative  pow-
ers and so it is the state and federal legislatures
that have  the real say  in influencing  economic
events.
While  there  may  not  be  much  legislation
that  has  a  specific  rural  focus,  this  does  not
mean that state and federal  policy  will not af-
fect rural places.  Both  national  and  state pol-
icy  will  continue  to  affect  the  economic  de-
velopment of rural  areas, but the policies  will
be  formed  with  little  or  no  concern  for  the
types  of impacts  they will  have  on rural  eco-
nomic  conditions. Legislatures  develop policy
in response to where votes and money  are con-
centrated  and increasingly  this is the  suburbs.
While  suburban  residents  have  an  interest  in
rural  areas  it  is  not  necessarily  compatible
with  economic  development  (Swanson  and
Freshwater).  This  means  that preservation is
more  likely  to  be  the  watchword  than  devel-
opment.  Suburbanites  tend  to  see  rural  areas
as  repositories  of the national  culture, history
and  stock  of wildlife-all  of  which  must  be
preserved.
Here  social scientists  can help make the ar-
gument  to  suburban  interests  that  some  bal-
ance of outcomes  is important  to preserve eq-
uity,  and that rural areas cannot be simply held
hostage  to a  desire to  preserve  a  vision of an
idyllic  past at  the expense  of the current rural
population  (Lapping  and  Pfeffer).  Doing  this
will not be  easy because  it will entail  finding
ways  to be  engaged  in the legislative  process
early on before  firm positions  are taken  and it
involves challenging  important cultural  myths
that are  widely  held  by  both  urban  and  rural
people.  The  only  way  this  can  happen  is  if
social  scientists  are  willing  to  participate  in
hearings and work with legislative staff. It also
requires  developing  strong  personal  relation-
ships  with politicians.  To  do  this  successfully
requires making  a strong commitment of time,
and  perhaps  money,  to  political  campaigns
that most  of us  would  probably  rather  avoid.
However,  sending unsolicited  policy  briefs to
legislators,  no matter  how well they  are craft-
ed, is not going to make much difference once
decisions  have been  made.
Another important role that social scientists
will have to play in rural policy  discussions  is
a  steady  reminder that bringing  about change
in rural  conditions  is a  long-term  task.  Politi-
cal  support  is  typically  based  upon  expecta-
tions  of fast  responses  that  can  be clearly  as-
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sociated  with  the  decision  to  implement  a
specific  decision  or  policy.  Development  by
contrast  is  a slow process  that even when de-
tected  cannot be  attributed  to any  single  spe-
cific  event.  We must continue  to make the  ar-
gument  that  many  of  those  areas  that  are
lagging behind  the nation  have been doing so
for  an  extended  period  of  time  so  it is  only
logical  to  expect  that it  will take  time to  im-
prove conditions  and that the history of quick
fixes  has been  unsuccessful.
4. Realistic Models.  Social  scientists,  par-
ticularly economists, rely heavily upon models
as  the means  to carry  out  their work.  Models
are  important  because  they  are  an  important
way  for  us  to  demonstrate  the  existence  of
problems  and  the  potential  of  solutions.  As
government  becomes  more  skeptical,  because
of a long history of policies and programs that
promised  results  but  failed  to  deliver  them,
models  become  an  even  more  important
means  to convince  policymakers  that there  is
firm analysis  underlying  policy  recommenda-
tions.
However,  over  time  as  theories  and  tech-
niques  have  developed,  the  models  we  use
have  become  more  complex.  The  increase  in
complexity  is  a two-edged  sword.  On the one
hand  more  complex  models  can  in  principle
better  describe  behavior  and  allow  us  to  de-
velop  a more refined understanding of the phe-
nomena we  are  examining.  On the  other hand
more complex models usually require data that
has  more  refined  measurement  concepts  and
that  has  fewer  measurement  and  definitional
problems.  In  our  research  we  have  usually
chosen  sophistication  and  elegance  over  ro-
bustness  in  our models  because  this  has been
the  type  of  work  that  gets  published,  but  a
consequence  has been that our models  are less
capable  of  answering  development  questions
because the underlying assumptions don't hold
or the data to estimate them doesn't exist.  Fur-
ther,  more  complex  models  are  harder  to  ex-
plain, harder  to  implement,  generally  not sta-
tistically  robust  and  suggest  that  policy
success  depends upon being able to amass suf-
ficient  resources to  alter multiple  variables  si-
multaneously.
To  a  great extent  data problems  are  some-
thing we have chosen not to worry about. The
presumption  is that if the data  is published  by
a reputable  source,  such as the federal govern-
ment,  the  concepts  must  be  appropriate  and
the  numbers  must  capture  what  we  want  to
measure  in  our  models.  However  we  are  in-
creasingly  faced with data facts we cannot ig-
nore. As our theories drive  us to more sophis-
ticated  models  of  small  area  economies  and
groups, we concurrently  face the dilemma that
the federal  government is increasingly less in-
terested  in  collecting  the  data  to  support  the
models.  A reduced federal  role in rural devel-
opment,  coupled  with  increasingly  sophisti-
cated sampling approaches,  allows federal pol-
icy  to be  implemented  with  less data both  in
terms  of the actual indicators  collected  and in
terms  of sub-state observations.  However, this
approach  leaves  those  interested  in  sub-state
analysis  with very  little  to work with.  In  par-
ticular,  rural areas are woefully under-sampled
in  many  surveys,  especially  those  that  deal
with  people  and  not  commodities.  This  may
mean  we  will  soon  have  to  choose  between
simple,  but  conceptually  inaccurate,  models
that  can be  estimated using  available  data,  or
more complex  models that are  consistent with
received  theory but are  not  really  operational
because  the  appropriate  data  does  not  exist.
Certainly  primary  data  collection  remains  a
possibility  for  resolving  this  dilemma,  but
even if the cost of collection can be overcome
we still have only  one snapshot of a particular
place at a particular point in time which leaves
us with little  room for generalization.
5.  The  Role  of the  Internet and E-com-
merce.  Perhaps  the  Internet  will  not  change
the world  as  much  as  its  proponents  suggest,
but  it  will  certainly  result  in  significant
change.  The  Internet  may  not have  as  big  an
impact as  the industrial  revolution,  electricity,
the railroad  or automobiles,  but it is changing
the  way  firms  do  business,  governments  op-
erate,  and individuals and groups maintain so-
cial relations.  To  date  it is not clear  that rural
areas  have been  greatly  disadvantaged  by the
changes,  and  some would  argue  that telecom-
munications  is the best  hope to eliminate  dis-
tance-one  of  the  main  rural  disadvantages.
Adoption  rates  of  computers  and  other  ad-
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vanced  telecommunication  methods  in  rural
areas  have been comparable  to those  in urban
places,  primarily  because  farmers  have  been
quick  to  use  the  technology.  However,  rural
areas  had  high  initial adoption  rates  for elec-
tricity  and  telephones  in  the early  part of the
twentieth  century,  but then  as  the technology
advanced  it was in  directions that favored  ur-
ban locations  not rural  and rural residents  fell
behind.
Most  rural  residents,  if they  have  the  re-
sources to have a telephone,  computer and ISP
account,  can  now  get reasonable  Internet  ac-
cess, but as the technology  moves on to higher
bandwidth  applications  that require  advanced
telephone  central  switches,  ADSL, cable  mo-
dems  and  fiber  optics  it is  unlikely  that there
will be sufficient  effective demand in most ru-
ral places  to allow  people  to fully participate.
Similarly  e-commerce  offers  a  way  for  small
rural firms to tap  into larger urban markets,  as
long  as  UPS  or  Federal  Express  serve  their
community,  and this offers  clear opportunities
for  small  businesses.  However,  e-commerce
also  allows  large  national  firms  to  steal busi-
ness  from  local  firms.  While  communities
fight  over the  desirability of a  Wal-mart,  they
ignore  the  potential  of  an out-of-state  e-com-
merce  venture,  such  as  Amazon.com  or  e-
toys.com  serving  the  community  and provid-
ing  no  local  employment  and  no  local  tax
revenue.
6.  Globalization. The  effects  of globaliza-
tion are obvious  to virtually all rural residents.
Arguably,  rural  areas  are  more  affected  by
globalization  than  are  urban  places  because
their  economies  have  a  far higher  proportion
of  tradable  goods  and  services.  In  addition,
many of these goods and services  are concen-
trated in less-complex  products  that involve  a
high proportion of unskilled labor. This makes
rural  areas  more  susceptible  to  competition
from  developing  countries.  Other  aspects  of
the  rural  economy  parallel  the  economies  of
developing nations. These include lower levels
of education  among  the populace,  weak busi-
ness  and  financial  institutions,  political  pro-
cesses  that are  neither  transparent  nor honest,
and inadequate  infrastructure.
In a real sense  the development problem of
most  rural  areas  in  the  United  States  can  be
seen  as  a struggle  to move out  of competition
with the third world and into a position where
rural residents can  compete with the urban  ar-
eas of the industrial world.  At present it seems
that  there  are  two groups  interested  in  devel-
opment  work, those  with a focus on domestic
issues and those who deal with other countries
and  there  is little recognition  that  the groups
are  concerned  with linked  problems.  If this  is
the  case  then  we  should  be  making  stronger
links  between  the  theories  and  practices  that
are  used  in the  developing  world and our  do-
mestic  rural development  analysis.  We  should
also be making more urban and rural compar-
ative  studies  that  would  help  to  establish
where rural places are in the development con-
tinuum  and who  their competition  is.
Implementation Issues
Beyond  the  set  of analytical  tasks  that  I  be-
lieve  social scientists should examine there are
a number of other things that I believe  are im-
portant  to  consider  if we  are  to  contribute  to
rural  economic  development.  I  group  these
points  under a general  title of Implementation
Issues because  they  deal with how we behave
rather than  what  we do.
1. Initiating Contact. The  first  item in  the
list  deals  with  the  importance  of  identifying
potential  "customers"  for  social science  anal-
ysis.  If we  continue  to  believe  in bottom-up
development  strategies  and local  control  then
we have to find a way  to identify local leaders
and  work  with  them.  If we  believe  that state
and federal  governments  will continue to play
a  "top down"  role  then we  should be finding
ways  to  deal  with  both  elected  officials  and
the people who work for them.  Potential users
of  social  science  research  are  more  likely  to
actually  do  something  with  our  work  if they
are  part of the research  design  and follow the
analysis through to its conclusions than if they
are  presented  with a report that is supposedly
helpful.  One  strategy  is to use  advisory  com-
mittees made  up  of potential users  and to  ac-
tually  have  them  provide  advice  rather  than
serve  only  a ceremonial  function.
Because  rural  leaders  have  a  high  "burn-
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out rate"  it is important  to have a broad set of
contacts.  While  it  is  easier  to  work  with  a
small group of people,  attrition from lost elec-
tions, job relocations  and altered priorities can
reduce  a  small  group  to  one  or  two  people
fairly  quickly.  This  means  that  a  significant
portion of our time has to be spent cultivating
new  leaders  and  developing  their  skills.  Al-
though a situation where you work one-on-one
with  an  individual  may  be  ideal  in  terms  of
developing tailored  analysis,  such a strategy  is
high  in  cost  and  unlikely  to  result  in  much
change.  So  we  will  have  to  find  innovative
ways to work with groups within communities
and  with groups of communities  in ways that
minimize the time spent on  "process  activity"
to  allow  more  energy  to go  to  accomplishing
tasks.
2. Include  Agriculture in  Rural Develop-
ment.  This is a problem that should have long
ago been laid to rest but it continues to resur-
face.  Unfortunately  it has  also led to  a  polar-
ization among  rural  interests.  While  it is true
that  there  is  far more  to  rural  America  than
agriculture  and that most rural Americans  are
no more  dependent  on farming  than  is the ur-
ban population,  it is also true  that you cannot
define  an operational  rural  development  strat-
egy in  most parts of North America that does
not  have  an  agricultural  component.  Agricul-
ture  still  matters  but it  matters  in  a  different
way-it is the people  and the land resource that
are  important, not the commodities  these peo-
ple produce. Because  farming remains the sin-
gle largest  use  of rural  land and  farmers  con-
trol  much  of  the  wealth  in  rural  areas  they
cannot,  and  should not, be ignored.
We  can  learn  much  from  the  agricultural
development  model  that has  served U.S  agri-
culture this century,  including its focus on  de-
veloping  leadership,  its  ability  to  get  broad-
based  support,  and  its  recognition  of  the
importance  of keeping  up with  technological
change.  One  reason  that  farmers  have  been
able to maintain their position of power is that
they  have  invested  in  developing  effective
leaders  and in defining goals. It is unlikely that
the  federal  government  will invest  in helping
the  rest of America  develop  this  capacity,  as
it  did  for  farmers,  but  if  agriculture  can  be
made an  integral  part of rural  development it
may  be  possible  to  use  the existing  capacity
of farm  organizations  to help  develop broader
local  leadership.
3. Learn from the Models of Others. While
social  scientists  give lip service to the benefits
of interdisciplinary  activity  they  tend  not  to
pay much attention to ideas that originate out-
side  their field of expertise.  Sociologists  tend
to  see the world in terms of communities  and
think  about how  you foster  collective  action.
The  model  assumes  that  with  some  effort  a
consensus  can be  achieved  and  that everyone
will  move  forward  together.  In  economists'
terms it suggests  that individuals'  utility func-
tions are  similar and  not rival,  so you can get
Pareto improvements  (your gain will leave me
no worse off and it may make me better off).
By  contrast,  economists  view  the  world  in
terms  of individual  decisions  and  assume any
discussion  of the  public  interest  is  only  stra-
tegic  behavior driven  by disguised  self-inter-
est.  For  them, individual  utility functions  are
independent,  which makes me at best indiffer-
ent to changes in your  wellbeing and possibly
opposed  to  it if I  see your gain  as  decreasing
my  relative advantage.
Both these models are flawed because most
people  behave  somewhere  in  the  middle.
There  are many cases where you can't form a
consensus,  and  there  are  many  other  cases
where people  act in ways that enhance  collec-
tive  wellbeing  while  clearly  making  them-
selves  worse off (people who jump into rivers
to save  strangers  from drowning  and then die
themselves).  One result of these differences in
approach is that economists  tend to work with
the "winners"  in rural areas because they have
the resources  and the political  power (for ex-
ample  they  continue  to  see  rural  mainly  in
terms  of farming  because  that is the constitu-
ency with the money).  They also tend to work
with  these people  individually  or in  small  in-
formal  groups.
By contrast, sociologists  are more likely to
work with marginal groups  to try to  establish
formal organizations  that have  a  structure,  in
part  because  the  only  way  these  people  can
generate influence is by acting collectively (in-
dividually they are weak) Sociologists are also
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more  likely  to  see  the  development  problem
in  terms  of building  collaborative  action,  in-
stead  of  individual  choice.  These  differences
lead  to a  number of tensions  between  the  two
disciplines.  Sociologists  are involved  in  com-
munity  development,  economists  in economic
development;  economists  see little meaningful
distinction  between  growth  and  development
as  concepts;  economists  focus  on  individual
decisions  and their motivations,  while  sociol-
ogists  focus  on  groups  (family,  community,
organization).  We  tend to  ignore or challenge
each other's  models and when we talk there is
always  a degree of skepticism about the value
of each other's  work.
Conclusion
It is tempting  at this point to conclude by say-
ing  there  is  much that  social  scientists  can do
to  contribute  to  the  challenge  of rural  devel-
opment, but that is not the point. The real issue
is  whether  we  will  have  the  will  to  actually
make  the  contribution  and  whether  we  will
have  the sense  to do  so in a  way  that enables
people  to actually  use the ideas  we produce.
As  in all  things, there  is no free lunch  and
our  traditions  as academics  make the costs  of
truly  engaging  in  rural  development  clear.  It
entails  giving  up  research  that  is  driven  by
peer  evaluation  and  endorsement  for research
that is driven  by  communities  and local  lead-
ers.  It  entails  trying  to  find  people  to  work
with and then  spending time  convincing  them
they should  take our  advice.  It entails  becom-
ing  a  participant  instead  of an  observer. And
it entails  spending more time away from  a uni-
versity  than many  of us want  to  do.
I  also question  whether  we  will  make  ad-
equate  investments  in communication and dis-
semination.  Recall the TVA  director  who  ob-
served  that  the  real  need  was  not  for  more
research,  but for better  communication.  To  do
this requires taking about half your budget and
spending  it  on  things  that  do  not  push  back
the  frontiers  of  knowledge,  including  identi-
fying  the  market  or  audience,  learning  what
they are  interested  in and how they like to re-
ceive  information,  and  then  delivering  it  to
them  in  that  format.  What  we  usually  do  is
"dumb-down"  a  journal  article,  staple  it  be-
tween two boring covers and put it on the shelf
marked  "Extension  Series  Publications."  We
don't value it,  so why  should  anyone  else?
The best publication  I can think of that ef-
fectively  communicates  with a non-social  sci-
entist audience about rural development is Ru-
ral Development Perspectives. It  is  effective
because it repackages  research results in a fair-
ly  attractive  format  that  people  can  pick  up
and read and get the main point quickly. While
our  professional  associations  seem  to  have
grasped the  value  of this  type of publication,
I  am  not  sure  that  we  have  really  made  the
commitment to rewrite our research and pack-
age  it  properly.  At  the  moment  we  seem  to
think that simply taking  out the equations  will
be enough.
Yet  without  a  real  effort  to  serve  the  au-
dience  the best research  in the world takes  so
long  to be discovered  that it is of limited  use.
Remember  Keynes  "defunct  economist"
whose  influence  is  unknown  except  to  histo-
rians  of  his  or  her  discipline.  If we  want  to
influence  change  in  our  lifetime  we  have  to
make  investments  in  marketing,  editing  and
design that may seem  frivolous by our normal
peer-based  standards  but  are  essential  to  cap-
ture  and  hold  the  attention  of the  people  we
want to  notice  our work.
The  last  concern  I  have  is  that we  recog-
nize  our limitations. We have to be realistic  in
our  expectations  of  success-there  may  never
be a rural development initiative  at the federal
or  even  state  level,  even  though  that  is  our
dream.  We  all  want  to influence  national pol-
icy because that is where we expect to receive
the biggest  bang  and the greatest  recognition.
In reality  we are  more likely to find ourselves
working  at  the local  level.  There  the  govern-
ment  and  local  populace  will  always  be con-
cerned  with  development  issues  so there  is  a
natural  clientele,  but  it is  not  one  that brings
national  fame,  nor  is  it  one  that  is  easy  to
touch. Because  this  is rural development  they
are  a long way away  in terms  of physical  dis-
tance  and  often  in terms  of values,  as  well as
being busy and engaged in activities that often
don't  mesh  with  academic  sensibilities.  Ulti-
mately  we  can  only  make  a  difference  to  a
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small  group  of  people,  and  that  may  not  be
enough  to make  most of us  want  to try.  So I
conclude  by hoping  that  social  scientists  will
try  to  influence  rural  development,  but  I  do
not  have  great  expectations  that  many  will
heed the call.
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